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Entering the 21st century, Indonesian government implement the multicultural 
policy which substantially revises policy related to China. At this time, Chinese 
education which has been banned for 32 years may see a sunrise for the first time, 
moreover, it experience rapid development that it has never seen before. This proven 
by not only an official recognition from the Government and law that has been 
enacted but also Indonesian people themselves welcome these changes.  
Further, Indonesian Chinese give rise to Chinese education and start to build 
different kinds of institution ranging from small home private lesson to large 
institution as well as more complex scenario such as “Trilingual School”. Moreover, 
Chinese Language has been included in national  curriculum as one of the elective 
subjects. Soon after, more and more school offer Chinese Language as optional 
subject, many universities are also reported to offer new major in Chinese Literature.   
At this junction, Chinese education has become huge education project for 
Indonesian Chinese community as well as Indonesian people as a whole. However, 
despite the rapid growth and the size of the project, it brings opportunity and 
challenges at the same time. The scale which is growing every day is not supported by 
high calibre instructor and there are numbers of institutional do not have clear vision 
an. This major problem will limit the mandarin progress in the future.  
This thesis will discuss the early dawn of mandarin education in Indonesia and 
its development until what it is today. It writes about the rules changes in mandarin 
language from macro point of view and prioritize its development in this century. 
Further, it analyse in great detail different types of mandarin language institution as 
well as the current situation of its instructor. Lastly, this essay will discover the core 
problems and discuss about its potential future trend.  
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